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Bucks For Breeding Season
 

ADGA NATIONAL SHOW RESULTS 2022 

Harrisburg, PA 

Judges:  Anna Thompson-Hajdik, Consultant Joan Dean Rowe, DVM 

 

Total Judged: 545 

 Seniors: 304 

 Juniors: 241 

GCH Agape’s Prize  

French Quarter 

CH Wood Bridge Farm  

Remember Me   

Hilltown Meadows Demi Plié 

Premier Exhibitor Hilltop Farm 

Premier Breeder  Hilltop Farm 

Premier Sire  Farm Oldesouth LMT Unnlimited 

High 305 Milk  Wee3Farms D Rosemary 

High 305 BF  Wee3Farms D Rosemary 

Lifetime Production Springwater BL Janie’s GotA-Gun 

Lifetime BF  Springwater BL Jamie’s GotA-Gun 

Total Performer  Wee3Farms D Rosemary 

Primrose Hill  

U’L Sprkle 4‐Evr 

Youth: Mischief Manor 
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ANDDA YOUTH—Youth Fun and Learning at ADGA Convention 

Team Building 
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A s s o c i a t i o n  H a p p e n i n g s  

 

Constitution Change—the voting period on changing the Constitution has ended and 

passed with a vote of 53 to 3.  

 

ADGA Production Award Change—The Breed Clubs do not set production levels; each 
registry sets their own levels and do not seek any Breed Club permission or input. This 

decision was researched with ADGA’s Production Committee before a motion was made 
to the ADGA Board of Directors and passed. The Production Committee periodically 

looks at Star requirements for every breed. This past year, according to the Chair, a 
statistical analysis was performed on all breeds; the detail analysis was filed with the 
committee report. The Nigerian Dwarf butterfat currently is 21 lbs  and not in-line with 

other breed award percentages, and the requested change to 31 lbs brought the AR *M 
percentage in line with all other breeds beginning with 2023 lactations. No prior awards 

will be rescinded. 

 

ADGA Mandatory DNA has been postponed until January 2024. 

 

ADGA Youth National Show 

competitors required to complete 
Quality Care for Animals program 

starting in 2023.  

 

The ANDDA Annual Gestation 
Calendar has been sent to the printer 
with an expected print date before the 

end of the year. A great gift to give to 

new Nigerian Dwarf breeders! 

 

ANDDA sent our left-over calendars 
to help fill out the ADGA booth at 

the largest Dairy Show in the world, 
World Dairy Expo, held annually in 

Madison, WI. 

Thank you to all the Nigerian Dwarf 
breeders who sent in soap samples to 

help “Promote the Goat!” 
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Hoof Trimming Made Easy 

While on a Facebook page dedicated to 

goat hoof care,  I saw a photo of a goat 
hanging in a hammock inside of a garage, 

and read the article from the post about 
how this gal rigged up a way to trim her 
goat hooves without back strain.  Being a 

post 50 back person myself - I emailed her 
and got more details of what she used, how 
she used it etc.   took the information 

and designed my own. Here is my review:  

I started with 

Amazon.  I purchased 2 
"dog hammocks". One 
was rated to 45lbs and 

the other to 120lbs. I 
didn't want to go to the 

XXL size at this point for 
my Oberhasli does, until 
I knew the system 

worked. These run 

from $30 to $40.  

The gal on Facebook, 
bought and installed a 
Kayak pulley system, 

designed for hanging 
aKayak in ones garage. I 

was able to skip this 
part, as my husband has 
a handy 'deer' puller 

system hanging in a tree behind our old 
barn. This pulley worked perfectly in that 

every time you pull, the pully stops rather 
then lowering the animal back down so you 
can incrementally raise them up or down. I 

started with the 45lb hammock - and a 
yearling Nigerian doe kid.  I discovered how 
easy it was to put her neck through and 

just step into the two front holes. To get the 
goat into the back section I just turned 

around and picked up the rear legs 

individually and placed in  holes and pulled 

up on harness.  Once the harness was on 
the goat, I just put the two hooks through 

the loops on the harness and hoisted her 

up.  

It was amazing how calm she was.  She 

hung there like she had done it all her life, 
and much to my surprise, there was no 

kicking or carrying on - it was like she was 
in a trance! I checked her over 
to make sure there was no 

excess pressure on any parts of 
her.  The bulk of the pressure is 
on the breast bone.  The goat 

appeared perfectly 
comfortable.  Pulling the goat 

up so that the feet were 
basically level with my chest/
chin region, it was very easy to 

bend the leg at the knee and 
trim away.  My back was 

perfectly vertical with no stress 
or strain in anyway.  Another 
benefit was that this made it 

very easy to trim the hoof level 
vs having angle to the toe 
which  happens frequently with 

traditional trimming.  Trimming 
was quicker then normal - and 

NO FIGHTING!  I wanted to make sure it 
was the harness vs the temperament of the 
goat, so I switched to 3 year old milker with 

a pooch belly. Once again it was easy up = 
goat hung basically still, and I was able to 

trim quickly with no straining or exertion 
on my part. I will note at this point that a 
doe in milk would be a problem in that the 

mammary system would be at the 
hammock in that area causing 
pressure.  The chubby milker (currently 

(Continued on page 5) 

By Jane Bailey, Tiny Town Goats 

https://www.facebook.com/Tinytowngoats
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dry) hung still , licked me at every 

opportunity and down she came.   

Things were going so well at this point, I 
changed out the hammocks for the larger 

120lb.  I grabbed a dry yearling Oberhasli 
and up, up and away she went!  Once 

again - no issues and quick concise 
trimming. This doe is a handful and I 
expected trouble, but nope - all went 

smoothly. I let her down and grabbed a 5 
month old Oberhasli buck.  When I put the 
hammock on him, I thought "uh oh"  - I 

forgot about the testicles and where they 
would go, or what pressure would be on 

them. I hoisted him up and quickly set to 
making sure his private parts were ok. 
Guess what?  testicles hung out the back 

side of the hammock and that area has a 
loose opening so the testicles had zero 

pressure on them at all. I double checked 
to the front of the scrotum and again no 
pressure on that spot at all - so I trimmed 

his hooves. Again, no fighting or issues.  

I am so impressed with how this is 

working I have ordered an electric winch 
on Amazon and the XXL size hammock 
rated to 150lbs!  This will allow me to 

simply press a button to pull the goats up 
which means zero exertion on my part for 

the entire trimming process. This is a game 
changer for me!  I will be waiting until 
kidding season to see if I can figure out if it 

can work on milkers.  I can definitely say 
that the hammock has an almost 
tranquilizing affect on the goats.  The dry 

yearling Ober needed to be microchipped in 
her tail and I accomplished this with no 

help and she didn't even blink!  Now that is 
amazing in and of itself.  I am working on 

uploading some videos to my youtube  

 

channel so folks can see the 
process.  When the electric winch arrives I 

will update accordingly. Links to the 

amazon products I used below.  

Happy Hoof Trimming! 

Jane Bailey  

Tiny Town Goats  

 
 

 

     

    

 Video Buck in hammock 

 Video dry milker in hammock 

(Continued from page 4) 

Article Resources: 

Hammock:    

Winch:    

120lb kayak winch link:   

https://youtube.com/shorts/MnOXyWqkcyQ?feature=share
https://youtube.com/shorts/mNmUEb4iDkE?feature=share
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B09FSKTY5F?psc=1&ref=ppx_yo2ov_dt_b_product_details
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07587PK7W?psc=1&ref=ppx_yo2ov_dt_b_product_details
https://smile.amazon.com/gp/product/B07K7SJCNR/ref=pe_2313390_677019000_em_1p_0_lm
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Report of Awards—ADGA 

The ROA is probably one of the most important parts of your show. It details all the 

winners for the day, number of animals and exhibitors attending, as well as show 

officials and judges. 

Errors in the ROA can be time consuming and costly to those exhibiting as well as result 

in misconduct letters being sent to judges involved. It is vital that everypart of the ROA 

be filled in accurately and correctly. 

However, guidelines are set to make the process more streamlined and consistent. 

The ROA will come in the show packet sent to the show chairperson. In the packet 

should be an ROA for each show/judge. In most circumstances, the number of Best in 
Show awards should be the same number as your ROA papers sent. The ROA is a 3 

piece carbon copy large sized paper with pink, yellow and white sheets. There will be A 
LOT of blank spaces to fill. If you do not have enough ROA sheets, contact ADGA 

immediately. 

Once you have confirmed you have enough ROA for the rings/shows, you will need to 
confirm the Show Secretary is still able to sit for you. This would have been listed on the 
sanction form previously. Reminder: your Show Secretary will be sitting at the judge’s 

table during the entire show. Each show can have a different secretary to give people a 
break, but good, trained secretaries are worth their weight in gold. Make sure they know 

that! Make sure each Show Secretary has an ample supply of blue and black ink pens. 

JOBS 

Show Chair: introduce judges, ring stewards, and Show Secretaries to each other. They 

will spend a lot of time working together. Make sure your Show Secretary is familiar with 
the ROA. Go over each line if this is their first time to secretary at a show. As if there are 

any questions they may have and come back often to check on them until they are 
comfortable. It is always a good idea to have a copy of any rules in case an Exhibitor 

question arises. 

Show Secretary: If you have questions, please call them to the attention of the Show 
Chair or your judge. They should be very knowledgeable and able to help. It is easier to 

do it right than correct it later.  

ROA 

Line #1—circle one. This is the type of show you will be holding. On occasion you will 

need to circle 2 options. For example, a Youth Junior Show will need Youth and Junior 

Show circled. Circle the appropriate categories. 

Line #2—sponsored by; this will be the club that paid the sanction fee. 

Line #2 – held at; this is the physical location of the show.  

Line #3—name of fair; if the show is held in conjunction with another fair, such as a 

state fair, list here, otherwise mark through this section. 

(Continued on page 7) 

By Yalonda Burton, DVM 
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Line #3—date time; list the date this particular ring is being judged, In multiple day 

shows, be sure and mark the date for each ROA. Also mark the time the first animal 
walks in the ring, and notate whether am or pm. No start and end dates of the show is 

used in this portion.  

Line #3—total number judged; this will be left empty until the end of the show. Do not 

forget to come back and fill in the total number. This number will come from each breed 
line. Add these lines for each breed and put the total number show in the top blank. 

Use a calculator. Add multiple times. Have a second person add for you also. The judge 

will be the third person to add these numbers for correct entry into this blank. 

Breed Sections—each breed sanctioned needs completed in its entirety. List the breeds 

in the order they come into the ring. Do not fill out before they enter as the order of the 
show may change. Have a note pad to record each class and number in the class as 

they come in; this information will be important later. 

When the judge selects the breed champion, list the time selected in the top row of the 
breed section: “Time Breed Champion Selected.” The judge will then select a Reserve 
and read tattoos. Once the judge has read tattoos, they will hand the registration 

papers to the Show Secretary and confirm that tattoos are correct for Grand/Reserve 
Grand. It is helpful to identify each registration paper for Grand or Reserve with a 

sticky note or other removable marking in case you get interrupted while transcribing. 

If tattoos are not correct from the goat to the paper, the judge will work with you to 
record the identification appropriately. Usually this involves transcribing the tattoos 
from the registration paper and recording above them “ILLEGIBLE” or “INCORRECT” or 

another term to identify why the tattoo is not correct given to you by the judge.   

Recording Champions—list the name and registration number of the goat as well as the 
owner ID exactly as it appears on the paper. A fellow secretary has a sheet that allows 

you to see only the lines on the registration you need for this, if that is helpful. It’s a cut 
out that lays over the registration allowing only the identification you need to be seen. 

List the tattoos and circle the appropriate location of them. 

Champion Challenge—for a junior doe show, mark through this section as there is not 
a Champion Challenge in a junior show. If a senior or a combined show offers a 
challenge class, record the winner of this class as you did for the champion. This may 

be your champion or may be your challenger. If no challenger presents to compete, but 

the class is offered, record the champion of the day as the champion challenge winner.   

Counting Numbers—counting goats and exhibitors is one of the challenges of being a 

Show Secretary. Use the pad used to you previously used to count goats in each class 
to help tally numbers. Also you can use the Ring Steward papers to help tally goats and 

exhibitors entered. This is the job of the Show Chair to make sure a useable format is 
available after each breed for numbers to be correct. Keep in mind the person showing 

(Continued from page 6) 

(Continued on page 8) 
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the goat may differ from the person owning the goat. Total exhibitor counts are based 

on number of different owners on registration papers. Owner ID’s or names need to be 

listed on the ring sheets in order for this number to be accurate. 

For junior shows leave milker classes and dry milkers as –0-. For senior or combined 
shows, the judge will tell you if any of the milking classes have a dry doe entered based 

on their evaluation. Challenge class entries can be tricky. The number of animals 
showing against the days champion should be entered; do not count the days 

champion. Then if the challengers are owned by new exhibitors that did not show in the 
regular classes of this breed, those numbers of exhibitors are entered in the different 
ex/owner box. Add the total judge (first box) plus the total number challengers (9th box) 

to get the total number of goats shown in that breed (12th box).  

Footer—the bottom of the ROA is for the Best in Show competition. Many Ring 
Stewards will use your ROA to call back all the Best of Breed or Champions (Junior 

Show) of the day to the ring. Once a Best in Show is selected, the judge will announce 
the winner and copy the information from the bred line to the Best Doe In Show line 
exactly as recorded above. The winning exhibitor will sign the bottom line after double-

checking registration papers with their goat’s information confirmed correct. The Show 
Chairperson, Show Secretary, and judge will review all lines are complete, all numbers 

are correct, and no errors have occurred. If necessary, the judge will include any 
necessary comments or concerns in writing with their copy of the ROA to be sent to the 

ADGA office.  

TIPS & TRICKS 

• Use good pens.  

• Have snacks and drinks for the Show Secretary, Ring Steward, and judge.   

• Provide lunch or dinner if the show is extremely long and they have skipped meals 

because of it. Use a ruler to check each line and keep you on task as you fill in the 

blanks on the ROA.  

• Pay attention and do not try to talk with people while filling out information.  

• Have owners sign as soon as their breed is completed but not before you have all the 

information on the form.  

• Use a single neat line through each box that is not applicable or not information 
available. For example if only 5 breeds show, place a single neat line through the 

remainder of the boxes on the form after the last breed is completed.  

• Pick a Show Secretary that can write neatly and legibly.  

• Ask questions if you don’t know. There are plenty of people willing to help. Use your 
judge for information. They are as concerned about the correctness of the form as 

you are.  

• The judge will take two copies and the Show Chair will keep one. Do not lose this 
form. This is the lifeline if something happens to the other copies (mailing issues, 

wet, natural disaster, etc).  
 

(Continued from page 7) 
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Report of Awards—AGS 
By Karen Goodchild 

Many people aren’t aware each “sanction” is a show in both AGS and ADGA. It can 

sometime make it confusing to anyone knew at applying for sanction to realize that a 
Club Show is actually made up of several “shows” of Senior Does, Junior Does and 

possibly bucks and wethers.  

The American Goat Society Report of Awards is similar to the ADGA ROA. The main 
difference is that each sheet is primarily used for one breed, illustrated on the right side 

on the following page.  

The type of show sanctions are circled on the top line, for instance a Youth Combined 
Doe and Wether show; the breed is on the line below. If there is not a show, in this case 
a Junior Doe Show, the large information area in the middle underlined “Junior Doe 

Show” should be marked through with a line. 

Each breed will have it’s own ROA. The time the first animal walks in the ring is the 
beginning of the show, which is marked at the top left, with “am” or “pm” circled. Each 

Show Sanction on the page will also have an end time. 

It is a good idea to either look at the Ring Steward sheet or have a copy of it so the 
number of classes and number of exhibitors can be easily calculated for each division 

when it comes time to fill out the report. The alternative would be to have a notepad to 
track the different classes. Not every person who walks in the ring is a new exhibitor for 

show purposes, so that number will need to be verified.  

One main difference with the ADGA ROA is that each Champion and Reserve must be 

measured by the judge and the height written on the sheet.  

In addition to having a large area to write a tattoo sequence, the AGS ROA also has a 

space for any microchip number.  

For the buck show, it is important to list how many animals are under one year of age 

and how many over.  

Make sure all spaces are either filled or marked through to avoid errors. An envelope 

will be provided with the ROA so the white copy can be quickly and easily mailed back to 

the AGS office.  
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Is My Soap Lye-Heavy? 
By Clare Jane Teresa White, reprint by permission 

When someone forgets to add an oil and they wonder if the soap will be okay, we 

often answer, “Run it through SoapCalc again without the missing oil.” But how do 

you actually do that? Here’s how. 

I have entered a simple bastille recipe into SoapCalc (Image1). It calls for 2.16 oz lye 

(Image 2). I have re-entered it with two major changes (Image 3). One, I have entered 
it in ounce format, with the castor oil omitted. * This will not work if you enter it in % 

format.*  

With the castor oil missing, it calls for 2.17 oz lye (Image 4). If your lye required is 

equal to or greater than the original amount, the soap is not lye-heavy.  

2.17 is greater than 2.16, so as long as you weighed your ingredients accurately, 

this soap is safe. It may be drying, so you might decide to rebatch anyway, but it’s 

still a safe soap. 

In the next pair of images, you’ll see what happens when you forget the coconut oil. 

I’ve re-entered the formula (image5) the same way as I did in image 3. The new lye 
requirement is 1.84 (Image 6). 1.84 is less than 2.16. This soap is lye-heavy. It must 

be rebatched or it is not skin-safe. 

Note: We can often guess whether a soap might be lye-heavy based on whether your 
missing oil % is more or less than the superfat. In the previous example, 5% 
superfat was enough to make up for 5% castor oil, but not 15% coconut oil. BUT… 

this isn’t always accurate because different oils have different SAP values.  

Image 1 Image 2 
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Image 3 Image 4 

Image 5 Image 6 



Recipe of the Month – Coffee Creamer 

Editor: 
Karen Goodchild 

OK Doe K Dairy Goats 
 

Please let us know if you have a 
comment or  article idea! 

We’re on the web 

www.ANDDA.org 

By Katie Dean, Living Dreams Ranch 
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I first make homemade sweetened condensed milk using 

2/3 milk to 1/3 sugar.  

Bring to a simmer, then turn the stove to very low. Let it 
reduce down to a little less than half (color should be a 

light tan color).  

Once that is done, let cool and thicken in the refrigerator.  

Then, take a quart ball jar, and depending on how sweet 
you like it, mix somewhere between 1/3-1/2 of the 

sweetened condensed milk with fresh goat milk. That is 

the base.  

Then you can pretty much make it any flavor. My vanilla 

almond was adding 2tsp vanilla extract and 1/4 tsp 

almond extract. Shake thoroughly and refrigerate.  

Should last 5-7 days in the refrigerator.  

Congratulations to ANDDA 
member Cade Cockburn for 
being selected as Alternate 
Youth Representative for 

ADGA in 2023.  Youth 
Representatives are selected 

at the end of the Youth 
weekend activities, and 

include a written application 
and interview.  

https://www.facebook.com/livingdreamsranchnigerians

